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Abstract
In this paper we propose tests for the null hypothesis that a time series process
displays a constant level against the alternative that it displays (possibly) multiple
changes in level. Our proposed tests are based on functions of appropriately stan-
dardized sequences of the dierences between sub-sample mean estimates from the
series under investigation. The tests we propose dier notably from extant tests for
level breaks in the literature in that they are designed to be robust as to whether the
process admits an autoregressive unit root (the data are I(1)) or stable autoregressive
roots (the data are I(0)). We derive the asymptotic null distributions of our proposed
tests, along with representations for their asymptotic local power functions against
Pitman drift alternatives under both I(0) and I(1) environments. Associated estima-
tors of the level break fractions are also discussed. We initially outline our procedure
through the case of non-trending series, but our analysis is subsequently extended
to allow for series which display an underlying linear trend, in addition to possible
level breaks. Monte Carlo simulation results are presented which suggest that the
proposed tests perform well in small samples, showing good size control under the
null, regardless of the order of integration of the data, and displaying very decent
power when level breaks occur.
Keywords: Level breaks; unit root; moving means; long run variance estimation;
robust tests; breakpoint estimation.
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11 Introduction
Testing for structural change is a long-standing area of important research in econometrics
and statistics. A vast number of tests for the presence of structural change in the parameters
of stationary (I(0)) regression models have been proposed in the literature; see, inter alia,
the literature reviews in Stock (1994), Kuan and Hornik (1995) and Perron (2006).
Only recently in the econometrics literature have methods surfaced for structural change
testing that are valid regardless of whether the regression errors are stationary or follow
a unit root (I(1)) process. This is an important practical development because macroe-
conomic and nancial series typically appear to be characterized by temporary (I(0)) or
permanent (I(1)) shocks uctuating around a broken trend function: see, inter alia, Stock
and Watson (1996,1999) and Perron and Zhu (2005). Indeed, Perron (2006, p.279) empha-
sizes the intricate interaction between unit roots, stationarity and structural changes, and
the need to distinguish between them in practical economic applications.
Developing structural change tests that are valid under both I(0) and I(1) errors is,
like developing unit root tests which are robust to changes in the deterministic trend func-
tion, not an easy task, however, and only a small number of contributions exist with this
property. Harvey et al. (2009a) develop tests for a one-time break in the slope of the
deterministic trend function (of the form embodied in Models B and C of Perron, 1989,
p.1364), while Perron and Yabu (2009b) [PY] and Saygnsoy and Vogelsang (2010) (build-
ing on the approaches of Perron and Yabu (2009a), and Vogelsang (1998) and Bunzel and
Vogelsang (2005), respectively) also allow for the possibility of a one-time shift in just the
intercept (Model A of Perron, 1989, p.1364). The importance of the need to control for
the possibility of either I(0) or I(1) errors has also been recognized in the recent literature
on testing for and detecting outliers, with Perron and Rodr guez (2003) and Burridge and
Taylor (2006) developing procedures which allow for (multiple) outliers and are robust to
the order of integration of the data.
All of the above tests for level and/or trend breaks, which have the property of being
robust as to whether the errors are I(0) or I(1), have in common the feature that they
only allow for the possibility of a one-time change in the parameters of the trend function.
In a recent paper, Kejriwal and Perron (2009) [KP] extend the work of PY, developing a
sequential approach which allows the practitioner to test the trend function for multiple
breaks in slope or multiple simultaneous breaks in slope and level, but not multiple breaks
solely in the level. In this paper our aim is to ll this important gap in the literature by
providing tests which allow for multiple level breaks, which are robust as to whether the data
are I(0) or I(1) and, subject to standard moment conditions holding, to the distribution
of the innovations. This particular testing problem is especially relevant for the analysis of
nancial time series data where there is a continuing debate in the literature over whether
such data is subject to multiple level shifts; see for example the discussion in Perron (2006,
section 8.7) and the references therein. Testing for and dating such level breaks is clearly a
very important exercise in its own right, but also as a rst step in developing other testing
procedures in the data, such as unit root tests, which are robust to the possible presence
of multiple level breaks.
The tests which we propose in this paper are based around statistics formed from
sequences of the dierences between sub-sample mean estimates (modications to allow for
a linear trend in the data are also discussed) from the data and test the null hypothesis
that no level breaks are present against the alternative of at least one break in level. These
2statistics belong to the generalized uctuations class of statistics for structural change;
see Kuan and Hornik (1995), inter alia. We demonstrate that these statistics cannot be
employed directly to test for level breaks in the presence of uncertainty over whether the
data are I(1) or I(0) because in each case the standardization (both in the sample size and
the long run variance) required to obtain pivotal non-degenerate limiting null distributions
for the statistics diers according to whether the data are I(0) or I(1). This leads us to
consider tests based on two statistics, one appropriate for the case of I(0) data and the
other appropriate for I(1) data. We derive the large sample properties of these statistics
in both I(0) and (local to) I(1) environments. This analysis reveals that the test statistic
appropriate for the case of I(1) errors converges in probability to zero under I(0) errors,
while the test appropriate for I(0) errors is always under-sized when the errors are (local
to) I(1). These properties facilitate the construction of a size-controlled union of rejections
testing approach whereby we reject the null hypothesis of no level breaks if either of the two
tests rejects. We investigate both the asymptotic local power and the nite sample power
properties of the three tests. Here it is shown that the union test essentially capitalizes on
the superior power of the test designed for I(0) errors when the errors are I(0) and of the
test designed for I(1) errors when the errors are I(1), losing very little in power relative to
the better of the two tests in each environment.
A rejection by any of our proposed test procedures indicates that at least one level break
is present and so we also outline an associated sequential procedure for detecting and dating
possibly multiple breaks in level. Monte Carlo evidence suggests that this procedure does a
very good job in practice. The statistics used in constructing the proposed tests and level
break detection procedure require a choice of window width for constructing the sequences
of sub-sample mean estimates, and this choice in turn impacts on the maximum number of
breaks assumed to be present in the data. We present a detailed examination of the impact
of this choice on the performance of our approach.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce our reference data gener-
ating process [DGP], a rst-order autoregression, which embeds both the (near) unit root
and stationary cases, driven by linear process innovations, and which allows for (multiple)
level breaks occurring at unknown points through the sample. In sections 3 and 4 we de-
velop our approach to testing for level breaks, the latter section including an analysis of
the asymptotic local power properties of our proposed tests. Finite sample critical values,
obtained under the assumption of normal errors, are reported in section 5, and this section
also examines the robustness of the tests' nite sample size to non-normal errors, and also
autocorrelated errors, as well as investigating the nite sample power properties of the
tests. Our sequential procedure for determining the number and timing of the level breaks
is detailed in section 6. Extensions of our approach to allow for the presence of a linear
trend in the data are discussed in section 7. Section 8 oers some conclusions. Proofs are
placed in an Appendix. In the following `bc' denotes the integer part of its argument; `
w !'
denotes weak convergence and `
p
!' convergence in probability, in each case as the sample
size diverges to positive innity; `I()' denotes the indicator function, and nally `x := y'
(`x =: y') indicates that x is dened by y (y is dened by x).
32 The Multiple Level Breaks Model
Consider a time series process fytg of T observations generated according to the DGP





i;TDUt(biTc) + ut; t = 1;:::;T; (1)
ut = ut 1 + "t; t = 2;:::;T; (2)
where DUt(biTc) := I(t > biTc) with biTc a potential level break point with associated
break fraction i and break magnitude 
i;T. We assume that the break fractions, i,
i = 1;:::;n, are unknown but satisfy i 2 , where  = [L;U] with 0 < L < U < 1; the
fractions L and U being trimming parameters below and above which no break is deemed
allowable. We further assume that 1 < 2 < ::: < n 1 < n, without loss of generality.
The initial condition, u1, is assumed to be such that T  1=2u1
p
! 0, while the error
process f"tg is taken to satisfy the following conventional linear process assumption.
Assumption LP. The stochastic process f"tg is such that "t = C (L)t; C (L) := P1
j=0 CjLj with C(1)2 > 0 and
P1
i=0 ijCij < 1, and where ftg is an IID sequence with
mean zero, variance 2
 and nite fourth moment. The long run variance of "t is dened
as !2
" := limT!1 T  1E(
PT
t=1 "t)2 = 2
C(1)2.






w ! !"W () (3)
where W() is a standard Brownian motion process on [0;1].
We consider two cases for the order of integration of the autoregressive process, ut. The
I(1) case for ut is represented by setting  = T := 1   c=T for 0  c < 1 in (1), which
permits (local to) unit root behaviour when (c > 0) c = 0. Here we will also assume that

i;T := !"T 1=2i, i = 1;:::;n. The T 1=2 scaling in 
i;T provides the appropriate Pitman
drift, while scaling by !" is a convenience device allowing it to be factored out of the limit
distributions that arise later. The I(0) case for ut is represented by setting jj < 1 in (1).
In this situation the long run variance of ut is given by !2




C(1)2=(1 )2. Here we assume 
i;T := !uT  1=2i, i = 1;:::;n, with T  1=2 now providing
the appropriate Pitman drift, and scaling by !u again being used for convenience. For
future brevity, the two cases are embodied in the following assumptions:
Assumption I(1). Let Assumption LP hold. Also, let  = T := 1   c=T, 0  c < 1,
and let 
i;T = !"T 1=2i.
Assumption I(0). Let Assumption LP hold. Also, let jj < 1 and let 
i;T = !uT  1=2i.
3 Detecting Multiple Level Breaks
The focus of this paper is on testing the null hypothesis of no level breaks, that is H0 : 
i;T =
0 for i = 1;2;:::;n, against the alternative of at least one level break; that is H1 : 
i;T 6= 0
4for at least one i 2 f1;:::;ng. In implementing a test of such a hypothesis, consider a











which is the dierence between the mean of the bm
2 Tc observations yt+1;yt+2;:::; yt+b m
2 Tc
and the mean of the bm
2 Tc observations yt;yt 1;:::; yt b m
2 Tc+1.
The statistic Mt;bmTc of (4) belongs to the generalized uctuation class of test statistics
for structural change introduced in Kuan and Hornik (1995) and Leisch, Hornik and Kuan
(2000), inter alia. We need to ensure that at most only one level break can occur in the
data spanned by any Mt;bmTc; we therefore impose the restriction that i i 1  m for all
i = 2;:::;n. Under this constraint, the DGP admits n level breaks occurring at unknown
points across the interval T, with a minimum of bmTc observations between breaks. Notice
that n and m must satisfy the relation






which provides an upper bound for the maximum number of breaks assumed to be present
for given choices of the window width, m, and the trimming parameters, L and U.
By way of motivation for our approach, consider a stylized example where the errors
"t in (2) are Gaussian white noise and only a single mid-sample break is present (i.e.
1 = 0:5). Suppose rst that Assumption I(1) holds with  = 1, so that the process follows
a random walk with Gaussian innovations. Then the optimal test of 
1;T = 0 is based on
the maximum likelihood (ML) (equivalently GLS) estimator yb0:5Tc+1 yb0:5Tc = yb0:5Tc+1,
i.e. Mb0:5Tc;bmTc with m = 2=T. If, on the other hand, Assumption I(0) holds with  = 0,
so that the process is simply Gaussian white noise, then ML considerations would lead to
a test statistic based on b0:5Tc 1 PT
i=b0:5Tc+1 yi  b0:5Tc 1 Pb0:5Tc
i=1 yi, which is identical to
Mb0:5Tc;bmTc of (4) with m = 1.
As regards Mb0:5Tc;2, only two observations are used, and it is therefore not possible to
establish an invariance principle for Mb0:5Tc;2 under Assumption I(1). Clearly this is also
the case under Assumption I(0). This mitigates the use of Mb0:5Tc;2, notwithstanding the
fact that under Assumption I(0) it is far from being the optimal approach in any case. On
the other hand, Mb0:5Tc;T uses all observations and therefore no such limitations regarding
an invariance principle apply. However, it is also obvious that under Assumption I(1), use
of Mb0:5Tc;T is completely at odds with what the optimal approach suggests.
These considerations prompt the use of statistics based on the form of Mt;bmTc of (4), but
also highlight the diculties involved in devising a powerful and robust testing approach
when the order of integration is unknown. A possible approach in this regard, which lies
in between the I(1)- and I(0)-based extremes of using m = 2=T (which, of course, implies
that m ! 0 as T ! 1) and m = 1, respectively, is to consider a statistic based on Mt;bmTc
but where we restrict m, the window width, to lie in the range 0 < m < 1.
Whilst using a fraction of the data to detect breaks in level might at rst sight appear
inecient (in the I(0) case), a very important consideration arises in the current context of
detecting multiple level breaks. Specically, if we are attempting to identify the break point
i (with 
i;T 6= 0), then if two neighbouring breaks exist (i.e. 
i 1;T 6= 0 and 
i+1;T 6= 0), the
only data relevant for the purpose of identifying the break at i is the subset of observations
5contained in the interval bi 1Tc+1  t  bi+1Tc; the remaining observations are totally
uninformative with regard to detecting that level break.
Motivated by the above discussion, and given that we do not assume knowledge of the
order of integration of the data, in this paper we examine statistics based on Mt;bmTc of
(4) with 0 < m < 1 for detecting possibly multiple breaks in level: Since our focus is on
detecting breaks at unknown points in time, consider the following prototypical statistic
based on the maximum function of jMt;bmTcj (notice, therefore, that we assume the signs




cf. Andrews (1993). For a given value of m, this statistic therefore takes the largest (in
absolute value) uctuation measure jMt;bmTcj over all possible break points in T. Note
that we require L  m=2 and U  1   (m=2), to ensure Mt;bmTc is only calculated from
observed data. In the following theorem we establish the limiting distribution of M under
both (near-) I(1) and I(0) environments.
Theorem 1 Let yt be generated according to (1) and (2) and let Assumption LP hold.
Then,




















0 e (r s)cdW(s) denotes a standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process,
W(s) the standard Brownian motion arising from the FCLT in (3), and
K(r;m;;) :=
8
> > > > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > > > :
0 L  r  1   m=2
1(1  
jr 1j
m=2 ) 1   m=2  r  1 + m=2
0 1 + m=2  r  2   m=2
2(1  
jr 2j
m=2 ) 2   m=2  r  2 + m=2
. . .
. . .
0 n 1 + m=2  r  n   m=2
n(1  
jr nj
m=2 ) n   m=2  r  n + m=2
0 n + m=2  r  U
where  := [1;2;:::;n] and  := [1;2;:::;n].








with L0(r;m) := 2m 1 fW(r + m=2)   2W(r) + W(r   m=2)g, W(s) again arising from
the FCLT in (3), and where K(r;m;;) is as dened in part (a).
6Remark 2. Under H0, where i = 0, i = 1;2;:::;n, observe that K(r;m;;) = 0,
L  r  U, from which we obtain representations for the limiting null distribution of M,
when appropriately standardized for either I(1) or I(0) errors.
An immediate consequence of the large sample results in Theorem 1 is that in attempt-
ing to use M to test H0, we would encounter two problems in practice. Firstly, under
H0, the appropriate scaling factor in the sample size, T, and choice of long run variance
standardization (either !2
" or !2
u) to apply to M to obtain a non-degenerate and pivotal
limiting null distribution both depend on whether the errors are I(1) or I(0), which will be
unknown to the practitioner. Secondly, in practice we would also need to estimate either
!2
" or !2
u in order to yield a feasible testing procedure. In the next section we will explore
solutions to both of these issues.
4 Feasible Robust Tests for Level Breaks
In this section we address the practical issues that exist in developing a feasible test for
level breaks outlined at the end of the previous section. In section 4.1, we rst consider
the issue of long run variance estimation, and examine the behaviour of the estimators
under both I(1) and I(0) errors. In section 4.2, we then use the results from section 4.1
to develop an operational test against level breaks in model (1)-(2) for the situation where
the order of integration is unknown. Section 4.2 also presents an analysis of the asymptotic
size properties of the proposed tests for a range of values of the window width, m, while
section 4.3 gives asymptotic power results.
4.1 Long Run Variance Estimation
We now consider estimation of the long run variances !2
" (relevant under I(1) errors) and
!2
u (relevant under I(0) errors). Here, we focus on Berk (1974)-type estimators, initially
assuming knowledge of the relevant order of integration.
4.1.1 Estimation of !2
"
First we consider estimating !2
" when the errors are known to be I(1). It is obviously
desirable from a power standpoint that the long run variance estimator is inuenced by
the presence of the level breaks to the least degree possible, hence we need to remove the
eects of the level breaks, bearing in mind that the number and timings of these breaks
are unknown. Our rst consideration is therefore estimation of the timings of the potential
breaks. In the context of our reference level break model (1)-(2), we further assume that
when there are n level breaks, that j1j > j2j > ::: > jnj. This ordering is adopted to
expedite the arguments made below, and does not compromise the generality of the results.
Under Assumption I(1), if the errors "t in (2) are Gaussian white noise and only one
break is present (at time b1Tc), the optimal test of 
1;T = 0 is based on the ML es-
timator yb1Tc+1. It makes sense, therefore, under I(1) errors, to consider jytj to
identify any break points. Consequently, let ^ t1 := (argmaxt2
T jytj)   1 where 
T :=
[bLTc+1;bUTc+1] (bearing in mind that the outliers are observed one observation after
a corresponding break point). Next, since we are assuming that the breaks are separated by
at least bmTc observations, we now wish to exclude the dates [^ t1 bmTc+1;^ t1+bmTc 1],
so now let ^ t2 := (argmaxt2
T 
1;T jytj) 1 where 
1;T := [^ t1 bmTc+2;^ t1+bmTc], then
7^ t3 := (argmaxt2
T 
1;T 
2;T jytj)   1 where 
2;T := [^ t2   bmTc + 2;^ t2 + bmTc], and so
on, until 
 n+1;T = ?. This procedure identies  n break points, where it can be shown that

bUTc   bLTc + bmTc
2bmTc   1

  n  nmax: (5)
Using the estimated break points, ^ t1;:::;^ t n, we then remove the eect of the level breaks






iDt(^ ti) + ^ "t; t = 2;:::;T (6)
where the Dt(^ ti) := I(t = ^ ti + 1), i = 1;:::;  n, are one-time dummy variables. The Berk
(1974)-type autoregressive spectral density estimator of !2








which is based on estimating the OLS regression
^ "t = ^ ^ "t 1 +
k 1 X
j=1
^  j^ "t j + ^ et; t = k + 2;:::;T (7)
with ^ 
2 := (T   2k   1) 1 PT
t=k+2 ^ e2
t. As is standard, we require that the lag truncation
parameter, k, in (7) satises the condition that, as T ! 1, 1=k + k3=T ! 0.
In Theorem 2 below, we now establish the large sample behaviour of ^ !
2
"; since, in
practice, the order of integration is unknown we detail the asymptotic properties of the
estimator under both I(1) and I(0) errors.
Theorem 2 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then,
(a) Under Assumption I(1),
(i) When n > 0: ^ t1   b1Tc
p
! 0, ^ t2   b2Tc
p
! 0, :::, ^ tn   bnTc
p
! 0, and  n  n;






(b) Under Assumption I(0), ^ !
2
" = Op(k 2).
Remark 3. The break point consistency result in Theorem 2 (a)(i) relies on the break
magnitudes under I(1) errors being O(T 1=2). If the breaks are of xed magnitude, con-
sistency no longer pertains. However, in this case it is easily shown that the results in
Theorem 2 (a)(ii) and (b) continue to hold.
4.1.2 Estimation of !2
u
Now consider estimating !2
u in the case where the errors are known to be I(0). Given the
estimated break points, ^ t1;:::;^ t n, from section 4.1.1 above, we again account for the level
breaks by taking the residuals ^ ut from the OLS regression





iDUt(^ ti) + ^ ut; t = 1;:::;T (8)
8where DUt(^ ti) := I(t > ^ ti), i = 1;:::;  n. The estimator of !2








where ^  and ^  are now obtained from the OLS regression
^ ut = ^ ^ ut 1 +
k 1 X
j=1





^  j;iDt j(^ ti) + ^ et; t = k + 1;:::;T; (9)
with ^ 
2 := (T   (2 +  n)k) 1 PT
t=k+1 ^ e2
t, and where k again satises the condition that, as
T ! 1, 1=k + k2=T ! 0. Notice that, for the reasons outlined in Perron and Vogelsang
(1992), the regression in (9) augments the usual ADF-type regression with the  n one-time
dummy variables, Dt(^ ti), i = 1;:::;  n, and the (k   1) lagged values of each of these.
Theorem 3 provides the large sample behaviour of ^ !
2
u under both I(1) and I(0) errors.
Theorem 3 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then,









Q(c;d; ~ ) :=
f
R 1
0 H(r;c;d; ~ )2drg2
f
R 1
0 H(r;c;d; ~ )dWc(r)g2
and H(r;c;d; ~ ) is a continuous time residual from the projection of Wc(r) onto the space
spanned by f1;1(r > ~ 1);1(r > ~ 2);:::;1(r > ~   n)g with ~ i := limT!1 T  1^ ti, i = 1;2;:::;  n
and ~  :=[~ 1;~ 2;:::;~   n]. Here, as T ! 1,  n  n and:
(i) If n =  n then ~  =[~ 1;~ 2;:::;~ n] = [1;2;:::;n] =  (i.e. ~  is a non-stochastic
argument of H);
(ii) If n = 0, which is the null case here, ~  =[~ 1;~ 2;:::;~   n] is a vector of  n dependent
random variables (whose length  n is stochastic but satises (5)), but whose distribution is
the same for all "t and is independent of Wc(r);
(iii) If  n > n > 0, ~  = [1;2;:::;n;~ n+1;::;~   n] (whose length  n is stochastic but satis-
es (5)) where ~ n+1;::;~   n are  n   n dependent random variables whose distribution is the
same for all "t and is also independent of Wc(r).






Remark 4. Observe from part (a) of Theorem 3 that the limiting distribution of T  2^ !
2
u
under I(1) errors does not depend on the underlying break magnitudes, i, i = 1;:::;n. This
invariance arises from the presence of the one-time dummy variables, Dt(^ ti), i = 1;:::;  n,
and the (k   1) lagged values of these, in (9); cf. Perron and Vogelsang (1992).
Remark 5. Under Assumption I(0), the level breaks are given by 
i;T = !uT  1=2i,
i = 1;:::;n, and they have no asymptotic eect on long run variance estimation. It follows
that the consistency result of ^ !
2
u for !2
u (i.e. Theorem 3 (b)) does not actually require the
tting of the dummy variables in (8). However, in nite samples it is to be expected that
the presence of level breaks will have a non-negligible impact on the behaviour of the long
run variance estimator, thus we continue to include the dummies in the estimation of ^ !
2
u
so as to minimize the impact of any level breaks on the estimates in nite samples.
94.2 Feasible Tests and Asymptotic Size
Having proposed suitable long run variance estimators and established their asymptotic
properties, we are now in a position to dene feasible statistics for detecting multiple level
breaks. The results of Theorem 1, along with the properties of the long run variance
estimators described in Theorems 2 and 3, suggest the following statistics, appropriate
under I(1) and I(0) errors, respectively:








Remark 6. It is useful for analysis in subsequent sections to note that S1 and S0 could
equivalently be expressed as S1 := maxt2T S1;t;bmTc and S0 := maxt2T S0;t;bmTc, where
S1;t;bmTc := ^ !
 1
" T  1=2jMt;bmTcj and S0;t;bmTc := ^ !
 1
u T 1=2jMt;bmTcj.
In the following lemma we now establish the large sample behaviour of the S1 and S0
statistics of (10) and (11), respectively, in both I(1) and I(0) environments.
Lemma 1 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then,
(a) Under Assumption I(1),
(i) S1





(b) Under Assumption I(0),
(i) S1 = Op(kT  1);
(ii) S0
w ! supr2 jL0(r;m) + K(r;m;;)j.
Asymptotic null critical values for S1 under I(1) errors with c = 0, and S0 under
I(0) errors, are reported in Table 1 for m = f0:10;0:15;0:20;0:25;0:30g, for the settings
L = 0:15 and U = 0:85 (the symmetric interval commonly employed in the breaks testing
literature), and for the signicance levels  = 0:10, 0:05 and 0:01.1 Our choices of m,
L and U imply that the maximum number of possible breaks that are assumed to be
admitted in the model are nmax = f8;5;4;3;3g, respectively, for the values of m given
above. The numerical results were obtained by simulation of the asymptotic distributions
given in Lemma 1, setting K(r;m;;) = K(r;m;;0) = 0, approximating the functionals
L1(r;m;0) and L0(r;m) by normalized sums of 5,000 steps using normal IID(0;1) random
variates. In the simulations here and in the remainder of the paper, unless stated otherwise,
we use 50,000 Monte Carlo replications for computing critical values and sizes, and 20,000
replications for powers. All simulations were programmed in Gauss 9.0.
Tables 1 and 2 about here
It is also of interest, given lack of knowledge concerning the order of integration, to
examine the asymptotic size properties of S1 when c > 0, and also S0 under both c = 0
and c > 0. These results are provided in Table 2, again obtained via direct simulation of
1The values that we consider for m are constrained to be no greater than 0:30, given that we require
L  m=2 and U  1   (m=2), with L = 0:15 and U = 0:85. Finite sample considerations lead us to
use m = 0:10 as a lower bound, so that no less than 10% of the observations are used in the window over
which Mt;bmTc is computed.
10L1(r;m;c) and Q(c;d; ~ ) in Lemma 1 (a). The S1 test becomes increasingly under-sized as
c increases; essentially, this is because the OU process Wc(r) is distributed N(0;Vc;r), where
Vc;r := (2c) 1(1 e 2rc), is a monotonically decreasing function of c. Therefore, employing
critical values which are appropriate for c = 0 will result in an under-sized test when c > 0.
Other things being equal, the under-sizing becomes more apparent as m is increased.
Of particular interest is the behaviour of S0 in the (local to) I(1) case. Consider the
nominal 0:05 signicance level (i.e. Panel B). For m = 0:10, we see that the asymptotic size
of S0 is never above 0:003 across all c. As m increases, the maximum sizes are increasing
in m but remain well below 0:05 (reaching a maximum across c of 0:036 when m = 0:30).
Similar comments apply to tests conducted at the nominal 0:10 and 0:01 signicance levels.
We now turn to consideration of a feasible test that can be applied in the absence
of knowledge concerning the order of integration. Our approach deliberately exploits the
under-sizing phenomenon seen in the S0 test in the (local to) I(1) world, and is based on
the union of rejections approach advocated by Harvey et al. (2009b) in a unit root testing
context. Specically, we consider the union of rejections decision rule
U : Reject H0 if fS1 > cv
1





 denote the  signicance level asymptotic critical values of S1 under I(1)
(c = 0) errors and S0 under I(0) errors, respectively, and  is a positive scaling constant
whose role is made precise below. Note that U can equivalently be expressed as














If the U decision rule was to be applied with  = 1 (i.e. without any adjustment to
the asymptotic critical values used for the constituent tests in U), then the testing strategy
would be asymptotically correctly sized under I(0) errors, as S1
p
! 0. In the I(1) case,
the Bonferroni inequality along with the size results for S1 and S0 reported in Table 2,
show that such a strategy could only ever be (modestly) asymptotically over-sized when
c = 0; indeed, for m = 0:10 the maximum possible asymptotic sizes at the 0:10, 0:05 and
0:01 nominal signicance levels are, respectively, 0:104, 0:053 and 0:011, such that the size
distortions will be almost non-existent. However, to ensure that U is an asymptotically
conservative testing strategy (i.e. asymptotically exactly correctly sized in the case of I(0)
errors and I(1) errors when c = 0, and always asymptotically under-sized elsewhere), we
can avoid any size distortions by suitably choosing .
Noting that the maximum size of U is realized when c = 0, choosing  such that
U has an asymptotic size of  in this case ensures that the procedure will be conserva-
tive. We therefore obtain  by simulating the limit distribution of maxfS1;(cv1
=cv0
)S0g,
calculating the -level critical value for this distribution, say cvmax
 , and then computing
 := cvmax
 =cv1
. Values of  for dierent m and  are shown in Table 1. Hereafter,
reference to the decision rule U assumes the  adjustment values from Table 1 are used.
Table 2 also provides asymptotic size results for U. As expected, the testing strategy
is correctly sized for I(1) errors when c = 0. When the errors are I(1) with c > 0, U is
conservative, in line with the size properties of the constituent tests S1 and S0 discussed
above. It is also conservative when the errors are I(0).
Remark 7. It is important to note that the union of rejections procedure is only rendered
viable due to the specic behaviour of the Berk-type estimator ^ !
2
u under I(1) errors, in
11that it diverges at a rate T 2; see Theorem 3 (a). This ensures that S0 is Op(1). If a
typical kernel-based (e.g. Bartlett) long run variance estimator with bandwidth `, say,
growing at rate smaller than T was used, then under Assumption I(1), it is easy to show
that ^ !
2
u diverges at a rate less than T 2, so that S0 diverges to 1. In such a case, a union
of rejections approach is clearly precluded, because, regardless of the choice of , its size
would approach one in the limit under I(1) errors.2
4.3 Asymptotic Power
Table 3 shows asymptotic local powers of S1, S0 and U, conducted at the nominal 0.05-
level. We consider the same settings of m (and hence nmax) as in Table 2, and the same
error specications (i.e. I(1) errors with c  0 and I(0) errors). As regards the break(s)
in mean, we consider four dierent specications: Panel A provides results for a single
mid-point break, while Panels B, C and D present results for two, three and four equally
spaced breaks in the DGP, respectively. The break magnitudes are common across both
the break dates and the number of breaks in the DGP, i.e. 1 = 2 = ::: = n = , and
benchmarked so that the powers of S1 for c = 0 in the I(1) case, and S0 in the I(0) case,
are equal to 0:50 when m = 0:10 and there is a single break in the generated data.3
Table 3 about here
Consider rst the behaviour of S1. For I(1) errors and a given c, power decreases mono-
tonically as m increases, as might be expected in view of the discussion of the stylized
example in section 3. In addition, for a given m and number of breaks, power is monotoni-
cally decreasing as c increases, while for a given m and c, power is increasing in the number
of breaks, as would be expected since the test essentially now has an increasing number of
opportunities to detect a level break. It can also be seen that the power losses that accrue
across m do so at a faster rate for larger values of c. For example, in the two break case of
Panel B, when c = 0, power falls from 0:736 when m = 0:10 to 0:324 when m = 0:30, but
when c = 40, power falls from 0:694 to zero across this same range in m. Note also that
for I(0) errors, the power of S1 is always zero, in line with the results of Lemma 1 (b) (i).
The power of S0 under I(0) errors is seen to increase monotonically as m increases,
for example in the one break case of Panel A, rising from the benchmarked power of 0:50
for m = 0:10 to a power of almost one for m = 0:30, which is again consistent with the
discussion in section 3. When the errors are I(1), the power of S0 rises monotonically in c for
a given value of m. When c = 0 (with the exception of m = 0:30 when only a single break
is present), S0 has lower power than S1; indeed, the power displayed is often trivial. As c
increases, this ranking becomes reversed, with S0 being substantially more powerful than
S1 for all m and all numbers of breaks once c = 40. This feature is somewhat surprising,
given that in these cases S0 was seen to be markedly under-sized. For a given value of c,
the power of S0 is broadly increasing in m, although this pattern is not monotone.
Inspection of the power performance of U shows that it essentially capitalizes on the
relatively high power of S1 for I(1) errors when c is zero (or small) while simultaneously
2As pointed out by a referee, an alternative to the autoregressive spectral density long run variance
estimator we adopt here would be to use the xed-bandwidth kernel-based estimator suggested by Kiefer
and Vogelsang (2005), since this is also T2 divergent.
3Note that no results are reported for m = 0:30 in the case of three breaks, or m = 0:25 and m = 0:30
in the case of four breaks, since, given our chosen dates for the breaks in the DGP, these settings of m
would violate our assumption that no more than one break can occur within any bmTc observations.
12capturing the superior power properties of S0 for larger c and also I(0) errors. For a given
DGP and choice of m, U generally displays power very close to the better power of the two
individual tests S1 and S0. Some minor power losses inevitably arise due to the adjustment
parameter  included to ensure that U is an asymptotically conservative testing strategy.
These losses are not surprisingly at their largest when the adjustment factor is furthest
from one, i.e. when m = 0:30 where a power loss of 0:058 is seen for the two break case
when c = 10. Conversely, they are at their smallest when the adjustment factor is closest
to one, i.e. when m = 0:10. On the other hand, there are many instances where the power
of U exceeds that of either of the constituent tests S1 and S0, resulting from the fact that
the rejections from S1 and S0 need not be perfectly correlated. These power gains can be
quite substantial, for example in the two break case with c = 10, a gain of 0:128 is evident
over the best of S1 and S0 when m = 0:15. The robust power performance of U relative to
S1 and S0, whose powers are sensitive to particular properties of the DGP, therefore makes
a strong case for using the modied union of rejections approach in practice.
5 Finite Sample Analysis
In order to ensure that the robust strategy U retains decent size control in nite samples,
in Table 4 we report nite sample null critical values for the S1 and S0 tests, again for
m = f0:10;0:15;0:20;0:25;0:30g, together with nite sample variants of the adjustment
factors . These are calculated by simulation using the DGP (1)-(2) with yt = ut (without
loss of generality). To obtain the critical values for S1 we generate I(1) data by setting
 = 1, with u1 = "1, while for S0 we generate I(0) data with  = 0. In both cases
we generate "t = t as IIDN(0;1). In the computation of the test statistics here and
in all subsequent nite sample results, the long run variance estimators ^ !
2
" and ^ !
2
u use




. We consider the sample sizes T = f150;300;600;1200g. Because
the tests are based on only modest fractions of the data (m), it is perhaps no surprise
to see that the speed of convergence of the nite sample critical values to their limiting
counterparts in Table 1 is fairly slow. This makes a prima facie case for employing the nite
sample critical values (and the corresponding adjustment factors) of Table 4 unless sample
sizes are reasonably large. We will therefore adopt these in all the remaining simulations.
Table 4 about here
5.1 Robustness to Non-Normal Errors
We next investigate the nite sample size of the recommended U procedure in the presence
of non-normal errors. While the assumption of normality is not required for any of our
asymptotic results, our nite sample critical values are nonetheless calculated using nor-
mally distributed errors. Since fat-tailed and/or skewed data is often encountered when
modelling macroeconomic and nancial time series, it is therefore important to assess the
eects of such data on the nite sample size of our procedure.
Table 5 reports simulated empirical sizes of nominal 0.05-level U tests using the DGP
(1)-(2) with yt = ut,  = f1;0g, u1 = "1, and "t = t generated as IIDN(0;1), IIDt(5)
(the smallest degrees of freedom we can permit since we require the error fourth moment
to be nite; see Assumption LP), and IID2(3) (centered). While still providing plausible
13distributional assumptions for errors in macroeconomic and nancial time series, the latter
two distributions allow for a high degree of kurtosis in the innovations, and in the case
of 2(3), the errors are also highly skewed. The simulations are conducted for the sample
sizes T = f150;300;600;1200g.
Table 5 about here
The U test sizes do not seem unduly sensitive to the normality assumption (under which
the nite sample critical values are derived). For T = 150, our test has at most a size of
around 0.16, occurring with I(1) errors when the window width m = 0:10 and is generally
much closer to the nominal level either under I(0) errors or when we employ larger window
widths. Of course, our procedure is asymptotically size controlled and therefore becomes
robust to non-normality as we increase T, as Table 5 makes evident.
As a point of comparison, we also show the corresponding sizes of the KP procedure
which allows for testing at least one simultaneous break in level and/or trend. Since the
procedure essentially involves sequential application of the PY test, the KP test of the null
of no breaks is simply the PY test for a single break in level/trend. This takes the form
of a Wald test for a break, where the statistic is computed using either a rst dierenced
regression (if PY's estimator of  is found to be within a T  1=2 neighbourhood of 1), or a
quasi-feasible GLS regression (otherwise).4 We see that in the I(1) case, when the errors are
non-normal, PY suers very signicant upward size distortion, to the extent that in large
samples the test can almost always reject the null of no breaks when the distribution of
the innovations departs from the normal. This arises because here the PY statistic involves
searching for a single outlier in rst dierenced data which precludes the application of an
invariance principle (cf. section 3), so their critical values need to be based on a known
error distribution, which they assume to be normal. Clearly then, such an approach will
lack robustness to departures from this normality assumption, both in nite samples and
asymptotically.
5.2 Robustness to Non-IID Errors
Here we analyze the nite sample size of the U procedure when the errors "t are auto-
correlated. Table 6 reports simulated empirical sizes of nominal 0.05-level U tests us-
ing the DGP (1)-(2) with yt = ut and ARIMA errors for ut. Specically, we consider
 = f1:00;0:95;0:90;0:70;0:00g, with "t generated according to the MA(1) scheme
"t = t   t 1; t = 1;:::;T;
with t generated as IIDN(0;1), u1 = "1 = 1, and  = f0:0;0:5; 0:5g. Results are
reported for T = f150;300g and these show the dynamics to have reassuringly little eect
on nite sample size; in particular, they do not lead to much in the way of over-rejection,
which is perhaps the greater concern. As would be expected from the asymptotic results,
what over-sizing does occur generally diminishes as we increase sample size from T = 150
to T = 300.
Table 6 about here
4Here, and in Tables 7 and 8 below, due to the substantial computational requirements of PY, the KP
entries are based on 1000 Monte Carlo replications, as in PY and KP.
145.3 Power
Lastly in this section, we consider the nite sample power of the tests, reporting results for
nominal 0.05-level tests using a sample size of T = 300. We use the same four specications
for the number and timings of breaks as in the asymptotic power simulations, and again
we consider m = f0:10;0:15;0:20;0:25;0:30g. In contrast to the settings for the asymptotic
simulations, we here also report results for m = 0:30 in the case of three breaks, and
m = 0:25 and m = 0:30 in the case of four breaks. Given our chosen dates for the breaks
in the DGP, these settings violate our assumption that no more than one break can occur
within any bmTc observations, but we include these results to evaluate the behaviour of our
proposed tests in such circumstances. The entries in the table for these cases are italicized,
so as to distinguish them from the cases where our assumption is upheld.
The data are generated according to (1) and (2), with  = 0, u1 = "1 and "t = t
generated as IIDN(0;1). We consider  = f1:00;0:95;0:90;0:70;0:50g and set a common
break magnitude  across all breaks and DGPs. Note that break magnitudes are held
constant across both the I(1) and I(0) DGPs that we consider, rather than scaling the
magnitudes according to the order of integration (as in our asymptotic analysis); this is
done so as to provide some consistency across dierent values of .
Tables 7 and 8 about here
In Table 7 we show the results for  = 10. This value is selected so that power for
S1 is around 0:50 when  = 1 and m = 0:10 in the single break case, aiding comparison
with our asymptotic results. In fact, across  = 1 the overall pattern of results for S1, S0
and U bears a close resemblance to the asymptotic case (see the I(1), c = 0 rows of Table
3). In the cases where  < 1, S0 behaves in the same manner as in the asymptotic case,
i.e. power increases as the series becomes less persistent, and also broadly as m increases.
However, in contrast to the asymptotic results, we now observe that while the power of
S1 generally falls when  changes from 1 to 0:95 and to 0:90, it then starts to increase as
the level of persistence falls further. This arises because for the smaller values of , the
asymptotic results for I(0) errors are not really applicable, since here the break magnitude
is held common across I(1) and I(0) DGPs, unlike in the asymptotic model where the break
magnitude is assumed to be an order T smaller in the I(0) case. Although S1 often has
non-negligible power for the I(0) DGPs considered, it is observed that S0 is more powerful
than S1 when  < 0:95, in many cases quite substantially so.
As regards the performance of U, it is clear that, across all values of , it displays power
close to the maximum of S1 and S0. In fact, for m = 0:10 its power often exceeds the higher
of both S1 and S0; although, for larger values of m, U displays power slightly lower than the
better of S1 and S0, due to the eect of the larger critical values adjustment factors needed
here. The robust performance of U seen in the asymptotic results therefore translates
directly to nite samples, strengthening the case for its use in practical applications.
In the cases where our assumption that no more than one break can occur within any
bmTc observations does not hold (the italicized entries), we see that S1, S0 and therefore
U have very low levels of power. This arises partly because Mt;bmTc now often straddles
two level breaks while only allowing for one, but chiey because the long run variance
estimators ^ !
2
" and ^ !
2
u are now calculated from data for which not all of the level breaks
have been purged. Predictably, these variance estimators become inated, relative to their
fully purged counterparts, and the values of S1 and S0 are consequently forced closer towards
15zero. In an empirical context, however, if one suspects a non-rejection of the null hypothesis
might be due to adopting too large a value m for the spacing of breaks, this can always be
replaced by a smaller value, since the corresponding test would obviously be less susceptible
to this potential problem.
Table 8 repeats the analysis using  = 5. Not surprisingly, the powers are somewhat
lower than in Table 8, particularly for the larger values of . Otherwise, the same comments
broadly apply, with the power of U again being fairly close to the maximum of S1 and S0,
particularly for the smaller values of m. Tables 7 and 8 additionally report the power
of the KP procedure. This is seen to be often substantially more powerful than U, most
noticeably in those cases where  is close to one. High power when  = 1 is only to be
expected, since, as noted above, KP is here detecting outliers in the rst dierenced data
while (correctly) assuming normal errors. The price to be paid for these power gains is, of
course, the very poor size control demonstrated when the errors are in fact non-normal.
Having established the nite sample properties of our proposed tests, we are now in
a position to provide some comments as regards the choice of m. From an asymptotic
perspective, the tests for all choices of m are never over-sized, while the results of Table 3
show that there is no setting for m that unambiguously provides the highest asymptotic
power for U in all circumstances. However, additional considerations that may have some
bearing on the decision are as follows. In the presence of non-normal innovations, upward
nite sample size distortions are less pronounced for larger values of m, while smaller values
of m allow more exibility in terms of the maximum number of breaks that are assumed to
be present in the data (i.e. nmax), and also provide greater insurance against the possibility
of more than one break occurring within any bmTc observations. Using a smaller value of
m also has some theoretical appeal in that it involves less adjustment to the critical values
in the union of rejections (i.e. is closer to performing a raw unadjusted union of rejections).
Overall, then, it would seem that a choice of m = 0:10 or m = 0:15 might be appealing in
practice, provided the sample size is not too small.
6 Determining the Number and Timing of Breaks
A rejection by any of the test procedures outlined in section 4.2 informs us that at least
one level break is present (subject to Type 1 error). We now discuss how one can proceed
to detect and date possibly multiple breaks in level.
Suppose rst that it is the case that S1 := maxt2T S1;t;bmTc > cv1
, such that S1 is
signicant at the -level. We then assume that there is a (rst) level break at ~ t1 :=
argmaxt2T S1;t;bmTc. Given that we exclude the possibility of more than one break in the
interval [~ t1 bmTc+1;~ t1+bmTc 1] =: 1;T, we next examine the possibility of a further
break occurring in the remaining portion of T, not excluded by 1;T, i.e. T   1;T.
Then, if maxt2T 1;T S1;t;bmTc  cv1
 we terminate the algorithm and conclude that only
one level break is present. Otherwise, if maxt2T 1;T S1;t;bmTc > cv1
, we then record a
second level break at ~ t2 := argmaxt2T 1;T S1;t;bmTc. Next, we exclude the dates in the
interval [~ t2 bmTc+1;~ t2+bmTc 1] =: 2;T, and consider whether a further break can be
detected in the range T 1;T 2;T, i.e. if maxt2T 1;T 2;T S1;t;bmTc  cv1
, we terminate
and conclude that two level breaks are present, while if maxt2T 1;T 2;T S1;t;bmTc > cv1

we then record a third level break at ~ t3 := argmaxt2T 1;T 2;T S1;t;bmTc. This sequential
detection and dating procedure continues until there are no further signicant level breaks
16or the search set is null.
Entirely analogous procedures for detecting and dating multiple breaks using S0;t;bmTc
can also be implemented, but must obviously be based on signicance testing using the
critical value, cv0
. Now let the number of signicant breaks detected on the basis of
S1;t;bmTc and S0;t;bmTc be denoted by n1 and n0, respectively. Since we can write S0;t;bmTc =
^ !
 1
u ^ !"TS1;t;bmTc, i.e. for a given T, S0;t;bmTc is simply a constant multiple of S1;t;bmTc, it
follows that if n1  n0, then in terms of their locations, the n0 breaks are simply a subset
of the n1 breaks, with both sets of break locations being identical if n1 = n0. Similarly, if
n1 < n0, then the locations of the n1 breaks are simply a subset of those of the n0 breaks.
A corresponding approach based around the union of rejections decision rule, U, can
also be developed in a straightforward way. Here, we rst consider the detection and dating
of breaks according to S1;t;bmTc and S0;t;bmTc separately, using the procedure outlined above,
only with both critical values adjusted by the scaling factor , i.e. we replace cv1
 with
cv1
 in the above procedure for detection based on S1;t;bmTc, and replace cv0
 with cv0
 in
for detection based on S0;t;bmTc. Let the number of signicant breaks detected according to
these procedures be denoted by n0
1 and n0
0, respectively.5 The number of breaks associated
with the sequential procedure based on U is then simply max(n0
1;n0
0) := nU.
In Table 9 we present nite sample simulation results for the number of breaks detected
by this sequential procedure. We focus on the case of three breaks in the DGP (1;2;3 =
0:25;0:50;0:75). The data are generated in exactly the same way as for the simulations
reported in Tables 7-8, except that for the common break magnitude  we now consider
three dierent values: 5, 10 and 15. The table reports the frequency with which one, two,
three or more than three breaks are detected by S1, S0 and U, when conducting these tests
at the nominal 0.05-level using m = f0:10;0:15;0:20;0:25g.6 The sum of the frequencies is
the total power of the test (for  = 10 and  = 5 these totals are the same as those powers
given in Panel C of Tables 7 and 8, respectively, other than for rounding errors).
Table 9 about here
Other things equal, we see that the higher is the power of a given test, the more
frequently the corresponding number of identied signicant breaks is equal to the true
value of three. Also, as the magnitude of the breaks increases, a migration towards detecting
three breaks is clearly evident. Conversely, when a test has very low power, it is seen to
detect three breaks only very infrequently. Given this relationship between the power of the
test of the null hypothesis of no breaks and the frequency with which the correct number of
breaks is identied, it is clear that break detection based on the U approach has inherent
advantages in terms of identifying multiple breaks in level, in addition to the superior power
properties of U when simply rejecting the null of no breaks.
7 Allowing for Linear Trends
In this section we briey discuss how the procedures outlined thus far can be extended to
accommodate a linear trend in the underlying DGP. In order to do so, we need to augment
5Note that due to the critical value adjustment factor , it must be true that n0
1  n1 and n0
0  n0.
6We omit results for m = 0:30 since, given our chosen dates for the breaks in the DGP, this setting of
m would violate our assumption that no more than one break can occur within any bmTc observations.
17the observation equation in (1) with a linear trend term, viz,





i;TDUt(biTc) + ut; t = 1;:::;T: (12)
In order to retain pivotal inference procedures in the presence of the additional linear trend
term, t, in (12) we must proceed as follows. First, let ^  denote the estimator of the trend
coecient, , from the OLS regression of yt on (1; t)0, t = 1;:::;T. We then dene the
corresponding de-trended uctuation measure (which is exact invariant to both  and )
M

t;bmTc := Mt;bmTc   ^ bmT=2c
and the corresponding maximum (in absolute value) of the sequence of such uctuation







Next, in the computation of ^ !
2
", we re-dene ^ t1 := (argmaxt2
T jyt   ~ j)   1 where
~  := (T   1) 1 PT
t=2 yt and similarly re-dene ^ t2;:::;^ t n. We now calculate ^ !
2
" using the
OLS residuals from (6) augmented to include a constant term in the regression. Similarly,
we also calculate ^ !
2
u from the OLS residuals from (8) now augmented to include a linear
time trend in the regression (and using the re-dened ^ t1;:::;^ t n).
The time-trend adjusted analogues of the statistics in (10) and (11) are then given by
S
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respectively. In Lemma 2 we detail the large sample behaviour of these statistics in both
I(1) and I(0) environments.
Lemma 2 Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then,
(a) Under Assumption I(1),
(i) S
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(c;d; ~ ) :=
f
R 1
0 H(r;c;d; ~ )2drg2
f
R 1
0 H(r;c;d; ~ )dWc(r)g2
18with H(r;c;d; ~ ) is a continuous time residual from the projection of Wc(r) onto the space
spanned by f1;r;1(r > ~ 1);1(r > ~ 2);:::;1(r > ~   n)g with ~ i := limT!1 T  1^ ti, i = 1;2;:::;  n
and ~  :=[~ 1;~ 2;:::;~   n].
Asymptotic and nite sample null critical values for the tests based on the S
1 and S
0
statistics are given in Tables 10 and 11 respectively. These were obtained using the same
settings as were outlined for Tables 1 and 4, respectively.
Tables 10 and 11 about here
Given the trend-modied statistics S
1 and S
0, a union of rejections procedure, say U,
that allows for trending behaviour can be formed as detailed in section 4.2, replacing the
original statistics S1 and S0 with the trend-modied variants S
1 and S
0 of (13) and (14)
respectively. An adjustment factor, 
 say, is once more required to control the size of the
U procedure. Asymptotic and nite sample values of 
 are also reported in Tables 10
and 11; we see that these are again very modest, particularly for the smaller values of m.
8 Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed procedures, based on generalized uctuation measures, for
testing for the presence and location of multiple levels breaks (possibly around a constant
linear trend) in autocorrelated time series processes. In contrast to the extant literature,
our proposed union of rejections based procedure is robust as to whether the data are
I(1) or I(0) and to distributional assumptions on the underlying errors. We have provided
representations for and critical values from the asymptotic distributions of our proposed
statistics (those appropriate for the I(0) and I(1) environments and the union of rejections
approach) under the null hypothesis of no level breaks, together with representations for
and numerical evaluation of their asymptotic local power functions under both I(0) and I(1)
environments. Associated estimators of the level break fractions, based on the statistics ap-
propriate for the I(0) and I(1) environments, were also provided and evaluated numerically.
Monte Carlo simulations were also reported which suggested that our proposed methods
perform well in small samples, regardless of the (unknown) order of integration of the data.
Our proposed tests and level break detection procedure require a choice of window width
which in turn impacts on the maximum number of breaks allowable. A detailed numerical
examination of the impact of the choice of window width on both the asymptotic and nite
sample performance of our approach was reported, with a choice of m = 0:10 or m = 0:15
appearing to deliver the greatest exibility, obviously provided the sample size involved is
not too small. Overall, the robust tests that we propose should prove useful in practical
applications, particularly when dealing with long spans of macroeconomic or nancial data
where multiple level breaks are an important consideration, and where uncertainty exists
as to the order of integration properties of the data.
19Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1













noting that MbrTc;bmTc is invariant to the intercept term  and to any level breaks that occur
prior to the earliest time period spanned by MbrTc;bmTc, and where K(r;m;;) is as given
in the statement of Theorem 1. Then, since we have the FCLT, T  1=2ubrTc
w ! !"Wc(r), it













This result combined with the CMT delivers the stated result in (a).













Then, since we now have the FCLT, T  1=2 PbrTc
t=1 ut





 1!u fW(r + m=2)   2W(r) + W(r   m=2)g + !uK(r;m;;):
This result combined with the CMT delivers the stated result in (b).
Proof of Theorem 2
(a) (i) This part of the proof follows the approach of Perron and Zhu (2005, Theorem 3.1).






i;TDt(biTc) + ut: (A.1)
Now, it should be obvious that ^ t1 := (argmaxt2













where ft(j) are the OLS residuals from a regression of yt on Dt(bjTc). As a consequence,
denoting the sum of squared residuals from a regression of yt on Dt(b:c) as SSR(:), we
nd
SSR(^ t1)   SSR(b1Tc)  0: (A.2)
20Next, let ~ t 2 
T   1. Then,
T






0 ~ t = b1Tc
2
1   2
i + op(1) ~ t = biTc; i = 2;:::;n
2
1 + op(1) otherwise:
(A.3)
This follows since, from (A.1),
T






















i ~ t 6= biTc; i = 1;:::;n Pn
j=1;j6=i 2
j ~ t = biTc; i = 1;:::;n (A.4)
















Subtracting (A.5) from (A.4) establishes (A.3).
Now dene  := f~ t : j~ t  b1Tcj > 0g; we nd that limT!1 min~ t2 T  1fSSR(~ t)  
SSR(b1Tc)g > 0, as 2
1 > 0 and 2
1   2
i > 0 for i = 2;:::;n. Hence, asymptotically, ^ t1 = 2
 as this leads to a contradiction of (A.2). Therefore limT!1 Pr(^ t1  b1Tc = 0) = 1; that
is, ^ t1   b1Tc
a:s: ! 0, which implies ^ t1   b1Tc
p
! 0.
To show that ^ t2  b2Tc
p




1;T, and noting that the interval 
1;T = [^ t1 bdTc+2;^ t1+bdTc] contains b2Tc, but
excludes b1Tc almost surely. The results for ^ t3;:::;^ tn follow in entirely analogous fashion.
Finally, if 
n;T 6= ?, the procedure will continue to determine break points until

 n+1;T = ?; it follows, therefore, that  n  n as T ! 1.
(a) (ii) Using (A.1), if the n break points biTc, i = 1;:::;n, were known, we would regress
yt on the Dt(biTc) and obtain the residuals








and then construct the long run variance based on gt rather than ^ "t of equation (7). De-
noting such an estimator ^ !
2
"(g), this would consistently estimate !2
" since we have simply
removed a nite number n of the ut, replacing each with zero, which has no asymptotic
impact.
From (6), we nd











21Now, for i = 1;:::;n

















where the op(1) term arises since maxt2
T
 Dt(biTc)   Dt(^ ti)
  p
! 0 uniformly in i, which in
turn arises because ^ ti biTc
a:s: ! 0 uniformly in i. Also, for i > n, ytDt(^ ti) = y^ ti = u^ ti
which is of Op(1). As a consequence, ^ "t is identical to gt apart from at a nite number
 n of indices i. At such points the dierence between ^ "t and gt is bounded by an op(T 1=2)












". This consistency result also holds if n = 0, since here ^ "t is identical to
ut apart from at a nite number of points,  n, which are stochastically distributed on 
T;
at these  n points, ut is simply replaced by zero, which has no impact on the asymptotic
behaviour of ^ !
2
".
(b) Consider rst a simple example, where we dene the series zt := t, with t as in
Assumption LP, i.e. IID(0;2
). Suppose we estimate the OLS regression
zt = ^ 
0
zt;k + ht (A.6)
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0 ::: 0 0  1 2  1
0 ::: 0 0 0  1 2
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where the inverse term in the rst line follows from a matrix version of a Taylor series
expansion of the form (a + o) 1 = a 1   a 2o + a 3o2   :::.




















Consequently, k 1i0^  =   1
























































. An estimate of
















Note that an identical expression for ^ !
2









where ^  is estimated from the OLS regression
zt = ^ zt 1 +
k 1 X
j=1
 jzt j + ht.
It follows that ^ !
2
" = Op(k 2) on noting that replacing the over-dierenced noise zt = t
with a more general I( 1) process, such as "t where "t is as in Assumption LP, will not
aect the rate of convergence to zero. Similarly, using ^ "t in place of zt, where ^ "t are the
residuals from (6), will also leave this rate of convergence unchanged.
Proof of Theorem 3
(a) For r 2 , straightforward extensions of results in Perron and Vogelsang (1992) yield
the result that T  1=2^ ubrTc
w ! !"H(r;d;c; ~ ), where H(r;d;c; ^ ) is a continuous time residual
from the projection of Wc(r) onto the space spanned by f1;1(r > ~ 1);1(r > ~ 2);:::;1(r >
~   n)g with ~ i := limT!1 T  1^ ti, i = 1;2;:::;  n and ~  =[~ 1;~ 2;:::;~   n]. Then, from (9) we






0 H(r;c;d; ~ )dWc(r)
R 1
0 H(r;c;d; ~ )2dr
23and, since ^ 
2 p
! 2













0 H(r;c;d; ~ )2drg2
f
R 1




Now, from Theorem 2 (a) (i), we have that as T ! 1, ^ ti  biTc
p
! 0, i = 1;:::;n, and
 n  n. Thus if n =  n, ~  =[~ 1;~ 2;:::;~ n] = [1;2;:::;n] + op(T  1), conrming case (i).
To show case (ii), recognize that since n = 0, ^ t1 = argmaxt2
T jutj   1. Now
^ t1 is (marginally) distributed uniformly on 
T whatever the distribution of ut or its
covariance structure E(ut;ut s); s 6= 0; this is because no position on 
T is any
more likely to yield the maximum of jutj than is any other.7 Next, the distribution of
^ t2 = (argmaxt2
T 
1;T jutj) 1 where 
1;T := [^ t1 bdTc+2;^ t1+bdTc], while clearly depen-
dent on ^ t1, still does not depend on the distribution of ut, nor on its covariance structure as
maxt2
T jutj and maxt2
T 
1;T jutj are asymptotically independent under Assumption
LP for "t, since they are separated by at least bmTc observations.8;9 Continuing on like this,
we nd that ^ t3 = (argmaxt2
T 
1;T 
2;T jutj) 1 where 
2;T := [^ t2 bdTc+2;^ t2+bdTc],
is dependent on ^ t1 and ^ t2, but not on the distribution of ut, nor on its covariance struc-
ture, and so on. We therefore nd that ~  :=[~ 1;~ 2;:::;~   n] is a vector of  n dependent
random variables, whose length is also stochastic but satises (5), whose distribution is
the same for all "t satisfying Assumption LP. Thus, ~  is a stochastic argument of H. No-
tice also that the distribution of ~  is independent of Wc(r). This is because each of the
(nite)  n random variables maxt2
T jutj, maxt2
T 
1;T jutj, ::: becomes independent of
T  1=2(ubrTc   u1) = T  1=2 PbrTc
t=2 ut, as T ! 1.
Finally, case (iii) is a hybrid of those in (i) and (ii) above. We have [~ 1;~ 2;:::;~ n] =
[1;2;:::;n] + op(T  1). So ~  = [1;2;:::;n;~ n+1;:::;~   n] has n non-stochastic elements
and  n   n stochastic terms ( n again being stochastic, but satisfying (5)). The stochastic
terms, while dependent, have a distribution that does not depend on the distribution of
ut, nor on its covariance structure, and are independent of Wc(r).
(b) As regards ^ !
2
u, the level breaks 
i;T = !uT  1=2i, i = 1;2;::;n, have no asymptotic
eect under Assumption I(0). Thus in (8) we are simply introducing a nite number,  n,
of asymptotically irrelevant level break regressors. Furthermore, in (9) an additional  nk
one-time dummy variable regressors are introduced. Although  nk ! 1 as T ! 1, since
 nk = o(T 1=2) the eect of these dummy variables is again asymptotically negligible. Hence
^ !
2






Proof of Lemma 1
(a) The result in (i) follows directly from Theorem 1 (a) and Theorem 2 (a) (ii). In (ii) the
result follows from Theorem 1 (a) and Theorem 3 (a), along with application of the CMT.
(b) The result in (i) follows directly from Theorem 1 (b) and Theorem 2 (b). In (ii) the
result follows from Theorem 1 (b) and Theorem 3 (b).
7This is not saying that maxt2
T jutj is uniform, only its positioning on 
T.
8This holds regardless of whether c = 0 or c > 0.
9We might consider ^ t2 as being conditionally (marginally) distributed across the interval 
T   
1;T.
24Proof of Lemma 2
(a) First note that M
t;bmTc is invariant to , so we may set  equal to zero without loss of







and so the limit of the rst term in the right member of (A.7) is !"fL1(r;m;c)+K(r;m;;)g,
cf. Theorem 1 (a). As regards the second term in the right member of (A.7), straightforward

























The other results required to establish the results in (a), which concern the large sample
behaviour of the long run variance estimators ^ !
2
" and ^ !
2
u, are all entirely routine general-
izations of the corresponding results in the non-trend case.
(b) The results follow along similar lines to those in (a) and in Lemma 1.
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T.4Table 5. Finite sample sizes of nominal 0.05-level tests: normal and non-normal innovations
Panel A. T = 150
U
m = 0:10 m = 0:15 m = 0:20 m = 0:25 m = 0:30 KP
N(0;1)  = 1:0 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.089
 = 0:0 0.040 0.025 0.016 0.012 0.008 0.076
t(5)  = 1:0 0.157 0.112 0.096 0.087 0.080 0.482
 = 0:0 0.074 0.041 0.026 0.018 0.012 0.085
2(3)  = 1:0 0.148 0.092 0.074 0.065 0.060 0.664
 = 0:0 0.080 0.048 0.029 0.021 0.013 0.066
Panel B. T = 300
U
m = 0:10 m = 0:15 m = 0:20 m = 0:25 m = 0:30 KP
N(0;1)  = 1:0 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.059
 = 0:0 0.041 0.035 0.024 0.016 0.011 0.056
t(5)  = 1:0 0.114 0.091 0.080 0.074 0.070 0.611
 = 0:0 0.066 0.048 0.031 0.021 0.014 0.058
2(3)  = 1:0 0.103 0.078 0.066 0.061 0.057 0.800
 = 0:0 0.073 0.053 0.034 0.024 0.015 0.051
Panel C. T = 600
U
m = 0:10 m = 0:15 m = 0:20 m = 0:25 m = 0:30 KP
N(0;1)  = 1:0 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.063
 = 0:0 0.045 0.038 0.030 0.021 0.017 0.055
t(5)  = 1:0 0.092 0.079 0.075 0.070 0.067 0.803
 = 0:0 0.063 0.047 0.036 0.025 0.018 0.046
2(3)  = 1:0 0.082 0.068 0.061 0.058 0.057 0.910
 = 0:0 0.064 0.050 0.038 0.027 0.019 0.053
Panel D. T = 1200
U
m = 0:10 m = 0:15 m = 0:20 m = 0:25 m = 0:30 KP
N(0;1)  = 1:0 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.056
 = 0:0 0.048 0.041 0.032 0.024 0.018 0.052
t(5)  = 1:0 0.075 0.071 0.066 0.062 0.064 0.936
 = 0:0 0.060 0.046 0.034 0.024 0.019 0.047
2(3)  = 1:0 0.069 0.063 0.058 0.056 0.056 0.975
 = 0:0 0.059 0.048 0.037 0.026 0.021 0.031
T.5Table 6. Finite sample sizes of nominal 0.05-level U tests: ARMA errors
Panel A. T = 150
  m = 0:10 m = 0:15 m = 0:20 m = 0:25 m = 0:30
1.00 0.00 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050
0.50 0.048 0.084 0.095 0.095 0.096
 0.50 0.062 0.078 0.080 0.079 0.081
0.95 0.00 0.032 0.033 0.032 0.031 0.028
0.50 0.060 0.100 0.109 0.106 0.097
 0.50 0.077 0.088 0.082 0.070 0.063
0.90 0.00 0.024 0.024 0.021 0.019 0.016
0.50 0.060 0.099 0.106 0.100 0.087
 0.50 0.083 0.083 0.065 0.055 0.044
0.70 0.00 0.019 0.012 0.010 0.007 0.005
0.50 0.052 0.058 0.050 0.043 0.032
 0.50 0.090 0.059 0.039 0.028 0.020
0.00 0.00 0.040 0.025 0.016 0.012 0.008
0.50 0.131 0.061 0.031 0.020 0.010
 0.50 0.064 0.037 0.023 0.016 0.010
Panel B. T = 300
  m = 0:10 m = 0:15 m = 0:20 m = 0:25 m = 0:30
1.00 0.00 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050
0.50 0.031 0.044 0.059 0.066 0.072
 0.50 0.060 0.063 0.066 0.064 0.064
0.95 0.00 0.013 0.014 0.016 0.015 0.013
0.50 0.057 0.059 0.063 0.059 0.053
 0.50 0.043 0.037 0.035 0.029 0.025
0.90 0.00 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.007
0.50 0.083 0.079 0.072 0.059 0.048
 0.50 0.040 0.031 0.025 0.020 0.015
0.70 0.00 0.011 0.009 0.008 0.006 0.004
0.50 0.120 0.116 0.093 0.074 0.055
 0.50 0.048 0.032 0.022 0.016 0.011
0.00 0.00 0.041 0.035 0.024 0.016 0.011
0.50 0.094 0.052 0.027 0.015 0.008
 0.50 0.060 0.046 0.032 0.022 0.015
T.6T
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